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I „ INTRODUCTION

This study on che structure of domestic trade covers a topic which up

until now has not been given the attention it deserves by African States.

,Domestic trade which acts as an intermediary between the supply and demand

markets plays & crucial catalytic role in increasing production. When it

is organized it helps to attain self-sustaining development objectives whila

" ensuring the maximum satisfaction of consumers throughout any country. This

is all the more important in African States where the bulk of the population

lives in rural areas, is often isolated and can therefore contribute little

to national development. National economic development can be promoted and

stimulated through the organization of domestic trade, particularly the

distribution and collection networks and the establishment of a pracg and

therefore income policy which reflects the needs of the rural population.

This justifies the need to carry out such a study.

Domestic trade' is a complex subject to study; because of its middleman

role it touches upon several areas, i.e., production, infrastructure, prices,

services and, from the perspective of this report, regional development.

The primary objective of this summary report is to shed further light

on the domestic trade sector in Africa. Generally speaking., data on the

sector are quite scare and not uniform. This report has been prepared from

case studies undertaken by national consultants on behalf of the L'cenomo

Commission for Africa. However, the range of information available on the

subject varies from country to country which explains why some a-reas wore

covered using only examples from countries which best highlight the subject

tackled. It is hoped that this initial study will be followed by others

catering each of Africa's subregions.

The second aim of the report is to draw certain conclusionr from th^

information collected in five countries of the region on common problems

identified in those countries and to highlight the efforts made, voXwtlor.t

proposed or prcjects established by various States. The recommends t.i r,ns

aimed at assisting African States in solving, the current priority problem**

of theiJL domestic trade sector have been formulated on that basis.

The third aim is to submit this report to the meeting of doiasst-.c ir.rade.

experts organized by ECA from 9 ;.o 14 November 1987 for discussion. The

discussions should generate comments, additional information on the oxp-irience

of other countries in the sector and recommendations which will be submitted

to nismber States with the view to assisting them to make better ise of a

sector which could help to accelerate their national economic development.

In its approach to domestic trade in Africa, the Economic Commission

for Africa stresses the imbalance in national economies between urban and

rural areas and measures which could help to restore some balance. This

summary report should be considered in that light.
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The first part of the document analyses the current situation of domestic

trade from information collected in five African countries under four aspects:

production structure, domestic trade structure, current means of financing

and government action. From that analysis certain conclusions have been

c*rawn which have been used to submit practical recommendations to governments.

II. ANALYSIS OF THE CURRENT SITUATION

A* Struc_ture_of production

The importance of analyzing the production structure of a country in

this study sterns from the fact that ic determines the nature and structure

of goods exchanged within a particular country. However, this is only

partially true in so far as the structure of trade within a particular country

is influenced by import policies and smuggling of goods of foreign origin

(and therefore the selling of foreign products on the market) and export

policies (and therefore the withholding of part of national production from
the domestic market).

In each of the countries considered, the agricultural sector accounts

for the largest share of the gross domestic product; it ranges from about

30 per cent in Cameroon, Senegal and Sierra Leone to 48 per cent in Ethiopia

and the Niger. Although the sector employs between 65 per cent (Sierra Leone)

and 90 per cent (Niger) of the active population, agricultural production

is not enough to satisfy the needs of the national population. The degree

of dependence on imports varies very considerably from country to country:

while Senegal is increasingly dependent on imports particularly of rice and

Ethiopia imports about 20 per cent of its food requirements, Cameroon has
attained self-sufficiency in staples (although there are still some regional

imbalances) because of a switch from cotton and cocoa production to foodstuffs.

Today Cameroon consumes 50 per cent of its agricultural production and the

only food staples it imports are rice and wheat flour. It should be noted,
however, that apart from staple food, the imported processed foodstuffs that

are found in varying degrees on the shelves of shops and supermarkets of

each of the countries studied could be considered as luxury items for the
majority of the national population.

Each of the countries considered exports agricultural produce which

fetch a considerable portion of its revenue in foreign exchange (95 per cent
in Ethiopia, 40 per cent in Cameroon). This, however, does not mean that

producing for export prevents a country from producing more foodstuffs to

satisfy national demand. Ethiopia, whose agricultural production is geared

to the national market, exports mainly coffee which is cultivated on a small

surface area while Cameroon has attained self-sufficiency in staple food.

Senegal is, however* one of those countries whose export crop production

affects the satisfaction of national demands its agricultural production
is highly export-oriented and substantially more benefits are given to

groundnut growers particularly in marketing and prices than to producers
of other crops.
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Apart from mining production which does not fall under the purview

of this report since it is mainly export-oriented, the common points of the

industrial production of the countries studied which ranges from 5 per cent

of the gross national product in Sierra Loone to 20 psr cent in Senegal (a
relatively high percentage for Africa) are a strong trend towards import -

substitution industries, the domination of light industries in ganeral and

agro-industries in particular (50 per cant of industries in Senegal depend

on agriculture) and the satisfaction uf r.hs local market (for example Ethiopia

which consumes 95 per cent of its manufactures and the Higer). Some countries

such as Cameroon and Senegal have begun to dcriva profit fro.n external markets.

Another general characteristic is « h?gh concentration of industrial

activities in urban areas., especially around the capital bringing in its

wake problems and high costs of sflcuri~r r^ptdies, especially agricultural

produce, from very far areas; the sources c* supply of manufactured products

are centralized far from the ir.ta::io.r rcyions of the cov.ntry and there is

a considerable disparity in the distribution cH jobs ?nd incomes between

urban and rural areas. ThGse fact ^rc h-ava an J.:nna<;t on the structure of

markets which will be considered in the next lectio;-.,

B. Structure _of_ domestica trade

1. Markets

Regardless of the level of de.velopnent, th:i production structure or

colonial heritage with respect to trade, African countries have common

characteristics as far as tha structure of their domestic markets is concerned:

(a) They have permanent and periodic urban, rural and border

markets and a relatively snail nr.-"^-rri s^ctoi existing sius by side with a

huge traditional sector;

(b) There is a wider rar.^e of producer on '-.he urban markets

due to both higher incomes and a grer-.ter facility :.■■*: supply. In Ethiopia

for example, 50 per cent of manufacturing output i:j sol-i in Addis Ababa;

(c) Smaller quantities. o~ i-sn.s arc scld on rural markets;

(d) There are differences in thr. prices cf agricultural and

manufactured products between urban and rural ^arkst^ often dut to the scarcity

or abundance of products on the n

Several factors are involved in t.'ie c^"ftbiishr.;er.t of markets whether

spontaneously or through government oncoj.r:;Cjen:en':. Markets are a. meeting

point for suppliers and buyers. Thi« axplaino the springing up of border

markets that often disturb national ir.arV.(?ts? .-such markets exist because of

the remoteness and therefore isolation of core regions and people, the lack

of national outlets for their products (livestock .in Cameroon, Ethiopia and

the Niger) and the fact that ccnrsur.iar a-;,ods arc no*, channelled from urban

centres to these isolated populations whi'zh ^.1 therefore obliged to rely

on outside sources for their suppler.0 and co sell their c-vn produce-
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The structure of products exchanged on the markets depends, as it has
been seen earlier, on the structure of national production, imports and
exports. It is difficult to find statistics on the domestic trade structure.
Nevertheless, as far as the Niger's agricultural produce is concerned, it
has been discovered that trade among regions and local trade have the same
importance (30 per cent) but that 40 per cent of the transactions concern
import/export;

Import and export trades 40 per cent;

Local trades 30 per cent;

Trade between regions: 30 per cent.

The following distribution was observed with respect to the domestic
and external trade structure by product:

Niger

Agricultural produces

Foodstuffss

Textiles:

Building materials:

Fuel:

Miscellaneous:

&thiop_ia_

34 per cent

10 per cent

3 per cent

15 per cent

13 per cent

25 per cent

Foodstuffs:

Consumer goods:

Capital and inter

mediate goods:

14 per cent

37 per cent

39 per cent

Total trade in products: 100 per cent
Total trade in

products: 100 per cent

It was also noticed that the bulk of imported and locally manufactured
consumer goods are distributed in towns where the average purchasing power
is higher than it is in rural areas. The average urban purchasing power
is 10 times higher in Ethiopia where 95 per cent of farmers earn a living
from their crops in a subsistence economy. However, while in Ethiopia 70
per cent of the marketed agricultural surplus is sold in the capital, in
other countries like Cameroon and tne Niger, the existence of different

dro^° J^V Fr°*OteS. trade b*tween climatic zones and partially resolves
drought problems when interregional distribution facilities are established
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(the case of Cameroon where the road and railway networks running from north

to south act as the country's backbone).

Since a large portion of agricultural production is self-consumed in

each of the countries considered and manufacturing production is relatively

low, the share of domestic trade in gross national product ranges between

only about 11 per cent for Ethiopia and 14 per cent for Sierra Leone.

2. Commercial_ operators

Since the 1970s, it is in the role of commercial operators that the

greatest divergence among the countries considered has been gradually

established.

Traditionally, in each country there are three main types of commercial

operator:

{a) State agencies or parastatal corporations that are controlled by

the government;

(b) Marketing co-operatives;

<c) The private sector (national and foreign, modern and traditional).

Since independence f the main role of the public authorities : has been

to channel agricultural produce towards the export ports or towards the urban

consumption centres. In countries such as the Niger, the import monopoly

had been given to a State agency, Copro-Niger.

Marketing co-operatives also deal mainly in agricultural produce. The

incentives for the creation of marketing co-operatives were aimed mainly at

consolidating supply which was often scattered. Those incentives were

relatively effective depending on the financial and technical resources

available to the co-operatives. In the Niger, the co-operative movement has

developed considerably sine* i,yo2 following the creation of the Union^nigjrienne

^e.£r^J^^j^de_c^o££ratiye (UNCC). Today, it has more than one million members

and is certainly one of the most developed co-operative movements in West

Africa. It markets and supplies agricultural produce, agricultural equipment

and inputs such as animal traction equipment, fertilizers, seeds and fungicides
and essential consumer items *

In Ethiopia farmers' and urban dwellers' co-operatives now have a priority

role in distributing consumer items at the same time as public enterprises.

When Senegal became independent, co-operative traders' corporations were

established; their aim was to assist traders in the interior of the country

by granting them credit facilities through the Banque rationale pour le

<*gv.gi£PpeEe-q£„£"_-SjngggJL <BNDS>, supply facilities and "supervising their
activities.
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of

as a result of governlntTc^on directions

VxiST^V^Ti^ 1961' theof its programme of givina t^aJr, ™ liberalizing the sector as part
intervention centres was rLuVed and som r6SP°nslbility. ™e number of 0PTO
Niger's import monopoly. "^ Products w«" withdrawn from Copro-

cameroonis «-balances. This Polltlcal ^^^YVThTf^ ""*->"••»
intervention agencies at the same t!™» 1 establishment of several
to promote the dynamic development of business eS"bllShl"ent °f facilities
operators involved. xopment of business activity regardless of the

±-

of foreigners that is regulated. Z.ver i
Africa in particular, the largest t

in imports and wholesaling are "tiX^^
other hand, the foreign sector is almost "o»T»i«e»t

>'«"r in the private
h V"y °ft"" the Status

realized that in West

°»

^^r^:no pT^ar y
sale of specific items are concerned a ml '""k" ^ " far as the
of retail licenses issued. -tiling may be put on the number

minimal m Ethiopia, 5 per cent m Cameroon and 20^ " "PtWlf lt "
where that share is still declining i° r!"f P cent m,the Niger
distribution units a« organized *" "^" Cameroon' °"ly 4 p6r cent of
enterprises., organized as corporations the others are individual

Another key charactpr«:n^ «f '. "

countries considered is th^r diver^L^f ■f ^f" in the «"«n
from trading corporations to pett^ L*T " bY bUSinesS6s '«»9i»9

petty retailers often go through the hands of
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a series of middlemen with various sizes of capital. Although each category

of middleman has a role to play, the fact that they all carry out their

activities at the same time also creates confusion in distribution and causes

prices to rise to the detriment of consumers. Aware of these problems, Cameroon

has taken certain legal seeps to promote the organization of distribution

networks (see the following section).

it is not easy to assess t.he contribution of commercial operators to

the development of domestic trade. The task is relatively simple when it

has to do with assessing the contribution of state or parastatal agencies

whose functions and objectives have been clearly established. The scope of

activity of the private sector and co-operatives is often limited by a lack

of infrastructure or financing. Such lack of infrastructure, particularly

roads, makes the distribution of goods to the population living in remote

areas too unprofitable and therefore the demand of such population is

unsatisfied unless it turns to border markets. The public authorities need

to come in at this stage to supplement the distribution channels.

Distribution networks may be considered .^rom two points of view: The

types of distribution depending on the types of businesses involved (wholesale

trade, retail trade, co-operativss, public markets) and the networks that

they make up; and the facilities available to or established by distributors

to carry out their activities such as transport, warehousing or storage.

(a) As far as the types of businesses involved in distribution networks

and their organization is concerned, it was noticed that in the countries

considered, there is no wholesale trade at all outside the capital. In Cameroon

(1984), 65 per cent of the wholesalers and semi-wholesalers had their

headquarters in only two provinces leaving the other provinces very vulnerable

to the market imbalances of specific products. In its Sixth Five-Year

Development Plan for the period 1986-1991, Cameroon has made provision for

the establishment of a network of wholesale markets in the major production

and consumption zones. In Senegal also, there is a high concentration of

wholesalers in the major cities but no wholesale trade in the hinterland.

In Sierra Leone, the majority of wholesalers operate in the capital and are

foreigners. In Ethiopia, the Government has begun to develop the public

organization of wholesale distribution trade. The wholesale of locally

manufactured products is done directly from factory to factory ci ~^;.. factories

to wholesalers who may be public organizations or sometimes from factories

to retailers (drinks) but wholesale buyers are still mainly in the capital.

Another finding is that there are often no clear boundaries between

wholesalers, semi-wholesalers and retailers. Many operators combine trades

especially those of semi-wholesaJers and retailers in the poorly supplied

areas. The result is that distribution is disturbed and the consumer is the

loser. This is what happens in Cameroon and the Niger. In Senegal, wholesale
trade is often organized in trading corporations of which it accounts for

81 per cent while 97 per cent of the individual traders are involved in retail
sales and only one per cent is involved m wholesale.
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The lack of retail trade in the hinterland of the country causes, apart

from higher risks of shortages, very long delays in distribution channels
due to the many middlemen and rises in prices to the disadvantage of the local
population.

Given the foregoing, Cameroon decided to promote short distribution
channels which comprise a wholesaler and a retailer between the producer and

consumer (decree 30-25 of November 1980) while permitting direct sales between

producers and consumers for small-scale agricultural produce and essential
commodities. Ethiopia, as it has been seen above, does the same thing and

promotes an ultra-short channel in which merchandise passes from producers

(State enterprises) to consumers through only one intermediary, the farmers'
co-operative and urban dwellers' association or a public retail distribution
enterprise.

it should be noted, however, that parastatal agencies are often active
in the rural areas in the collection of agricultural produce to be brought
to urban areas and in the distribution of consumer products to the rural areas.

(b) The various functions o£ distribution require several types of
physical facilities:

(i) To carry the producer's product to the consumer, the distributor
needs means of transport which include road infrastructure

and transport equipment. At this level it has been realized

that regardless of the area and population density of the
country considered:

a Access to the hinterland is very difficult and several regions of
the country are very difficult of access - In Ethiopia, for example, 70 per
cent of the population cannot be reached by road?

b The major highways converge on the capital and this is the result
of a lack of rural road networks which cause spatial imbalance and thus hamper
the development of interregional trade;

c The combination of a defective road sector, uncentrali2ed supply
and demand and trade which is often seasonal make transport uneconomical and
inefficient;

d The modern sector is dominated, by road transport which accounts
for 90 per cent of transport in Ethiopia, 76 per cent in Cameroon which also
has a railway transport network running from north to south.

The transport sector is dominated as in the case of economic operators
of the modern sector, by transport operators from the capital. Most of the
transport sector is in indigenous hands but. financing problems prevent the
expansion of small firms.
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An important comment is in order when analysing the sector in .1 particular

countrys the importance of traditional means of transport is generally

overlooked. In Ethiopia for example it is estimated that 50 per cent of the

marketable agricultural surplus is taken to the markets by porters who are

often women or on the backs of animals. Similarly, in Sierra Leone, it is

estimated that over short distances, the cost of modern road transport is

prohibitive and cannot replace the labour of women porters who carry loads
en their heads.

The problem of the lack of wholesale trade in the interior of any country

is linked to the problem of a general shortage of warehouses. Mont of them

are concentrated in the port and urban areas particularly in the capital

(Senegal, the Niger, Ethiopia). The warehouse shortage hampers distribution
in rural areas, creates shortages and causes considerable price fluctuations
in the poorly supplied regions.

Cereal storage facilities are generally inadequate. In Cameroon losses

are estimated at between 15 to 45 per cant of <:ha crcps depending on t:.e type

(from grains to paddy rice); 30 per cant of agricultural production is lost
in a similar fashion in Sthiopia where most of th«= silos which belong to AMC,

a Government agricultural marketing agency, are concentrated in Addis Ababa.

In the Niger, the storage opacities demanded by the state from the intervention

agencies are enormous and their problem is mainly financial in nature. In

Senegal, the silod are often built by government agencies under food security

programmes but apart from such proorammas government acUon with regard to

the storage of foodstuffs is minimal causing losses of between 15 and 20 per

cent of crops and forcing farmers to maKc up for thic government deficiency
by financing collective granaries.

Thus, regarding distribution facilities, it hay been observed, as ir
other areas, that the bulk of investments are in v.rban areas and that

infrastructure in rural areda is inadequate. Similarly, .:he idea cf organizing
integrated channels between producers and consumers (cc-operatives or

associations), storage facilities and warehouses and transport facilities

and bulk breaking centres as it h-*s been provided for. by Cameroon under its

Sixth Five-year Development Plan is a new ona *or which there is still no
room for application today in the countries considered..

C. Financing of .domestic trade

Business operators need to secure financing both ior carryiry out their
activities and for settling down, Indead, in addition to their own funds,

they have to finance a stock of gcocc and oaurs ti,.?t fch*v hwa adeaucte workina
capital.

The financing requirements of commercial operators are partiv proportional
to the size of their enterprise. sirai" ir.ly, tnt vaster the range of products
they distribut is,, the greater are their recyuirer^ntn for stock-" and therefore
for financing. In the rural areas that are dcruinatec by distributors, these
two factors and the speed of stock turnover and the cost of transport are the
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main factors that determine financing requirements; in the towns where consumers

dominate the markets, distributors have to make increasingly costly investments

in sales promotion such as advertising and window dressing. The investments

required to reduce costs sucn as setting up warehouses, may also require more

substantial initial capital.

Despite the foregoing, it has been realized in the countries studied that

most of the economic operators carry out their businesses through auto-financing

and the use of informal sources of financing. In Sierra Leone, 80 per cent

of the economic operators self-finance the establishment of thciir enterprises

and 90 per cenc the expansion of their firms. In Cameroon,, the majority of

traders use "tontines". In Senegal, the commercial banks are mainly interested

in external trade and only 2 per cent of leans granted by the BNDS go to the

commercial sector. In Ethiopia, priority \s given to granting commercial credits

at more favourable rates to co-operatives. Proportionately, domestic trade

is the economic sector which receives the least financing in Ethiopia. In

Sierra Leone, the infrastructural shortcomings considered as the reasons for

losses or deterioration in goods and therefore of risks, are also seen as a

factor that affects the high cost of trade financing.

It is generally noted that prospects for granting commercial credit mostly

concerned: (a) the modern, therefore urban and often foreign sector; (b)

import and export trade; (c) the marketing of agricultural produce under

the auspices of parastatal agencies.

It has also been observed that most credit is channelled to urban business

firms in the countries considered.

The financing techniques in use in the various countries are generally

not suited to business activities: they are unflexible, and what is mostly

granted is short-term credit (Senegal), they are not geared to the turnover

of stocks nor to seasonal variations> the guarantees demanded are higher than

what could be demanded of business activity where investments in fixed capital

are relatively lower than in the productive sector. It was also noticed that

the commercial banks often change their loan terms depending on the status

of the client, i.e, they are subjective. Generally, the banks bear all the

risks because the local insurance companies are net yet. involved in the coverage

of business risks.

Despite these shortcomings, efforts have certainly been made especially

concerning the marketing of agricultural produce thus in the Niger marketing

year credits are granted to village associations> co-operatives and mixed

corporations responsible for marketing. Short-term facilities are granted

when there is a shortage of an essential commodity or a need to release

substantial amounts of stock. In Ethiopia, priority is given to granting

commercial credit to co-operatives provided they are organized which is the

case for 30 per cent of them. The shortage of financial resources generally

hampers the implementation of measures taken by various governments for promoting

the marketing of agricultural produce.
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D* GP-v-erJ™6_nt.. P-Ol.i.cy; and action

1. Control of domestic trade

Legislation, i.e., trade codes and others which regulate trade in the

countries considered is generally old. It daces from the colonial era (or

imperial era as far as the Ethiopian trade code is concerned). However, such

legislation has been often partly revised or supplemented. In 1984, the Niger

was preparing legislation with a view to reorganizing the sector and trade

channels. Since 1975, Ethiopia has sharply regulated the private sector's

access to trade and the involvement of the public sector in distribution.

In 1980, Cameroon came out with key legislation laying down trade policy.

Several ministries are involved in the control of trade in items identified

as 'very sensitive'.

As far as admission to the trade is concerned, the two points that are

most often controlled are: (a) Admission of foreigners into the trade; {b)

Permission to exercise the trade of wholesaler (a minimum storage capacity

is required). The duties and obligations of retailers are generally very

few. In Ethiopia, there is a ceiling on the maximum authorized capital per

trade ($US 100 and $US 150 depending on whether it is retail or wholesale

trade) and private traders may operate a maximum of one shop and sell a single

category of products. For capital of $US 500 and above, a license is required.

So far, current legislation in most of the countries has no provisions

on individuals operating as wholesalers and retailers at the same time and

this causes part of the confusion with respect to the organization of

distribution channels.

With the exception of Sierra Leone where only fuel prices are fixed,

each of the countries considered has taken measures to fix the prices of

specific categories of products. After analysis of those measures the following
findings are made:

(a) The price policies adopted by the various governments mainly concern

agricultural produce. However, in the Niger and Cameroon, the prices of locally

manufactured products have to be approved before they are sold; in Ethiopia,

the prices of various categories of products are determined by some ministries

or parastatal agencies involved in distribution;

(b) Agricultural price policies generally tend to favour urban areas.

In Senegal, they promote industrial crops at the expense of foodstuffs. In

most cases, the farmers are not consulted when agricultural prices are fixed

nor are their requirements taken into consideration. It should be noted,

however, that Cameroon has been successful in using a remunerative price policy

within a difficult international economic context which was unfavourable for

certain raw materials to increase its production of foodstuffs in replacement

of some export crops such as coffee and cocoa. Cameroon has thus attained
self-sufficiency in foodstuffs;
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(c) Pew countries have taken measures to control the profit margins

of economic operators; the result is situations such as that of Sierra Leone

where there ie collusion among wholesalers with respect to prices; they have

a higher profit margin than that of retailarc. On the other hand in the Niger,

a decree of May 1981 fixes the profit margin for imported products. In

Cameroon,, a retail profit margin of between 15 and 77 per cent has been

stipulated throughout the country;

(d) When prices are fixed, it is observed that very often responsibility

for its control is shared by various administrative services and intervention

agencies (examples of the Niger and Cameroon). In Ethiopia, the urban dwellers1

associations are involved in control but. concentrate on the sanitary aspect

of markets and shops; the public is expected to help in controlling prices

and illegal trade. However, it. is noted that moat of the time when there

are shortages, control measures no loncer ha\'? much effect.

3.

It seems so far that ths various governments have *.aken relatively

piecemeal measures to promote domestic trade- Thus, the countries considered

have endeavoured to promote the development of a national merchant class at

the expense of foreigners. But nationals 3till have difficulties' in obtaining

the financing they require to develop their firms (example of Senegal). The

Niger hopes to "decentralize" the operations cf economic operators; it has

been noticed over the past few years, however, that there has be=m no change

in the organization and geographical spread of ths banefic:.arias of commercial

credit. Ethiopia hopes to promote the development of ritarksting co-operatives

but today only 30 per cent of such co-operatives have access to credit.

Commercial firm? c^.-ld rer?iv= frcm govermrsnt assistance through

programmes for developing small- and medium-sized enterprises, although it

is mostly production firms that benefit from such assistance. In the trade

sector, tax reductions and ether advantages ace often granted to export
enterprises.

Nothing is available by way of trada ir.fcreation on supply and demand

within th-3 countries concerned. Of the countries studied, only Cameroon plans
to establish c. permanent information system on foodstuffs marketing and the

establishment of a policy agreed with foodstuffs traders whose aim will be
to restrucLure such trade, and train and inform its operators.

Government action with rospect :-.o the promotion of IomI products concerns

mainly measures to discourage imports. Thus, -he Niger hxz in import tax
on certain products making them less coflipatitiv?. Senegal imports broken
rice which is inferior in quality to the price produced locally, and limits
imports of potatoes. Ethiopia protects its local production and is trying

to stop people from changing their food habits by taxin? ireportsd products.

The private sector generally promotes manufactures' locally through advertising.
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comments can be made

to the sector, domestic tradeis controlled by

<i) a ministry of domestic trade (Ethiopia);

(11)..a directorate of domestic trade in the ministry of trade or
economic affairs (Cameroon, Senegal, the Niger);

^e^
has three departments •

~ ^ ^ "^-"^ -to
d^ectorate of domestic trade

^la<b)

and the

is one of those and it

associations; the ^
operatives.

agencies

a.ricultu.a! products

Urban areas- Ethiopia

and Cameroon assist co-

Rare
^ ricUx^:mcrTo: ::ral:rerr tobthe

are the instances where oractir^l L t Urban centres
dlstrlbution of consul ZotcTs*£'^"^^ **» .to facil"
undertaken to use the Ethiooian nl- , ln'eriOr of c°"ntries. Ethiopia has
public agency, to facilitate !L , T?k DlStributio° Corporation (EDDC), a
in the province., currently LfvS*ribU"on of =«»-»»' i«m. to people llving
^y BDDC are still sold Ln^TZZ. "n^L^gef ^oT"""'h diStrib"ed
from retail sales by closmg model shops. However ft Ts ,f^ W"hdrawn
supplying the country with provision »n£ ..„ , ! Stll'L lnv°lved in
market. As it m.\^ictZ ^« ^'^Z' ^^^ °f items °" «,.

have been directed-in -the main t«Vh "Ures that the^ have Provided so far
i. gxven to the distribution sector prodttct^ »«tor and very little support
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III- CONCLUSIONS

The preceding sections considered the structure of domestic trade, its

financing and government policy with regard to the sector in five countries
of various African subregions.

They highlighted i*ou»z ^-**,_l m common wim xespect to some elements of
domestic trade, some problems encountered in one or most of the countries
considered, and efforts undertaken by some governments to find solutions to
such problems.

(a) Since the emphasis of thin report is on the imbalance between rural
and urban areas, the main shortcomings and problems identified in the domestic
trade sector of the countries considered are the following:

(1) The structure of production is mainly agricultural and does
not tend to promote trade because there is no complementarity;

the industrial component is very centralized geographically
which tends to concentrate the highest incomes in the

industrialized zones with a subsequent impact on the structure
of markets;

(ii) As far as market structure is concerned, there is a wide gap
between urben and rural markets which is the result of (a)

the relative importance of the modern sector; (b) product

diversification; and (c) the prices of goods. As far as the
geographical structure of markets is concerned, there is very

little trade between the interior regions of the country except
through the capital. The development of border markets
highlights the consequences of isolating some of the people
from the domestic trade networks and draws attention to their
disturbing role in the domestic market;

(iii) There is great confusion with respect to the organization of
economic operators: (a) thsir respective roles are not defined;

(b) op^r,^,. c' --- T-l- ;r~- t-La-ticaal sectors carry
out parallel activities on the same market; (c) there is a

swarm of middlemen between the sources of supply and consumers

living in remote areas, thereby increasing distribution costs;

(iv) The distribution networks are characterized by a general lack
of wholesale distribution centres in the interior of the
countries which goes hand m hand with a lack of physical

distribution facilities such as roads, warehouses and storage
facilities. The consequences of the foregoing are that the
demand for certain basic products is either not satisfied or
the product prices go up due to the increased number of middlemen
between the producer or urban wholesaler and the consumer and
there is no competition between distributors;
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(v) The bulk of financing for domestic trade generally goes to

the modern urban sector, the financing is unsuitable - what

is often given is short-term bank credit - and unflexible because

it does not take into account the turnover of stocks. That

is why self-financing whose capacity is limited predominates
in the domestic trade sector.

(b) Although commercial operators are dynamic in high-density population
areas, they meet with constraints in the interior of the country which prevents

them from developing their activities. Indeed, the development of trade is
hampered by the inadequacy of road infrastructure which makes the rural

population inaccessible, supply and demand are not consolidated and access

to financing that will make it possible to acquire physical collection and

distribution facilities such as sem-traditional or modern means of transport,
shops and stocks is limited making products either unavailable because they

deteriorate or too expensive for potential consumers. Part of the domestic
market is thus lost. These problems are compounded by the lack of information
on supply and demand in urban areas. The fact that the role of each type of

commercial operator is not defined causes unfair competition between semi-

wholesalers, wholesalers and retailers when the former also operate as retailers.

(c) The above-mentioned impediments and constraints hamper the expansion
of the sector and consequently hamper; (i) the development of national
production because of a lack of access to potential markets or to sources of
supply of inputs and raw materials, and (ii) the integration of rural areas
in national socio-economic development.

(d) up until now, most of the governments of the countries considered
in this report have not developed any policies or strategies for developing
domestic trade as such. Most of their action has been specific and has involved:
(i) restricting the access of foreigners to the trade; (ii) setting down
possible conditions of admission to the trade of wholesaler; (iii) fixing

prices of specific products mainly agricultural produce; (iv) government
intervention in the marketing of agricultural produce, and (v) providing various

types of support to co-operatives. Some countries have, however, been according
growing importance to the sector for about 10 years. Their government's

philosophy has influenced the direction of the measures they took: liberalizing
the private sector and giving it more responsibility in the Niger, liberalism
and specific action by government in Cameroon, socialization and dominance
of the public or organized sector in Ethiopia. It is still too soon in each
of these cases to assess the global impact of the measures taken. It should
be noted however that:

(i) The price policy established in Cameroon, partilularly the
increase m producer prices has been very successful. It has

brought about an increase in foodstuffs production and national
self-sufficiency in staple foods. Cameroon has also undertaken.
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under its five-year development plan, a study on the marketing

of foodstuffs at the national level which has provided basic

data on the sector and a survey on traders and craftsmen. The

findings of these two studies will provide better and more

accurate documentation for future decisions on improving the

sector. Accurate data on the sector are rare.

di) The Ethiopian Government's interest in the sector is encouraging!
parastatal agencies can help to stabilize the agricultural

products market and reach the population in the hinterland

of the country and along the border areas that are today often

excluded from trade channels. However, the involvement of

small-scale economic operators should be encouraged where the

intervention of parastatal agencies proves to be too expensive,

particularly because of the small quantities of goods involved
in such trade.

(iii) Since 1962, the Niger has established several intervention
agencies in the trade sector responsible for marketing, setting

up security stocks and controlling the prices of some basic

items, providing wholesale supplies to both the rural and urban

populations (they were previously also involved in retailing)

and transport. The activities of such agencies cover the whole

country. They are generally well organized and their areas

of action do not overlap. It is noted however, that there

is a need to strengthen some of those agencies, particularly
financially, for instance, with respect to the construction

of storage facilities; there is also a need to better co-ordinate
their activities which require training of officials.

<e> Aware of the shortcomings of their domestic trade sector and of
its importance in their socio-economic development in general, these countries

continue to take measures to increase the sector's contribution to national
growth and to satisfying the needs of the population.

In its Sixth Five-year Development Plan for the period 1986-1991, Cameroon

intends to implement several projects in the area of foodstuffs marketing
and to organize the domestic trade in other products; for this it has earmarked
23 billion CPA francs. The primary objective of those projects is to help
to attain self-sustaining development within a liberal context.

The declared objective of the Ethiopian Government: is to replace private
commercial operators by parastatal agencies and public organizations by the

mid 1990s. It has therefore taken, and continue to take, measures to support
such agencies and organizations. Today, the organizations involved in
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distribution already acrve 1,072 ''JitL-alc1 £>iup:? ("kebei^c" are neighbourhood

committees) and thzough then. u;:b«r ^wf-llesrs' associations. In thoju shops

they distribute cereals find ^r:sant;>..l ccnmoditiec under a quota system.

However, the Government might scorer or I atar face cvo iao>jor problems: (a)

the shortage of products to be dtrtribute, (bi-ccuc: dc-i-d-nd i:j creac but national

"production is limiteu) a:;d (b) th;i ccj*-. nf rMbli^ acency intervention in a

country where 70 ?&r coat "f tha popul^tic^ c-^irot b<* reached by rc-nci.

The Niger's interim o,- c^ncolidatior. pl^n fov 1985 -1986 h;-,s new priorities

on the expansion of business actv.vr.tier. in criar to ■■■u^p'-.rt national development

and increase its share in GL? f-ruatxon- The objective of. overall action

in the trade sectcr is vc r^ke .t: . jr, ./? -3i:£ir,if-:n'.. u-o^I; such action will

cover the restructuring or trad« cU5*(iifi:.'sr ^i:sift;tr.cu to Eir.fili- and mediuni-

sized enterprises, improvin; tU^> q- ul\ty :-.f trad-: statistics information,

establishing mfra?-w.rycturi .-'or d .irt- ?.hur:;-.;-Lc, ^^-irr c^rmrr-Er oroctets throughout

the country and a policy on chc t^u.".liz£>tic:i o-'7 priuns oi major cor.samsr goods

throughout the country.

These examples illustrate "h-:. o.warer.i'js ■ f so.t.(> countn^i; of the importance

of the domestic tea \e sector m r-h^.i'.r p.\tier! ..I Pcor.-oiTiy,

IV, RECOraiBNDATIOfTS

From th« iror^cojng .^naly^iu, iz ap^o^m r.hit although r.fc?veralStat9G have

taken certain decisions ^li^in^ no t ::o organization of i:h'-ir domestic trade,,

such decisions have net .av-tys i-.-aan acoor.iparLJ.ed by raeaaureri which' make it

possible to iirnl emfcn-z t.hy.T.. "hv;-, iithc^yh ^ach noun try hac established

regulationa governing- ad.T.isr.\on tc tlto v.:-?dar anJ pro:r.ot.- n^ -^ cprr.5in category

of national c^raercLal o^^r^t-rr, ^uch national oporatirnr: \nv= gf-uf-rally neither

been given supervisory or tra;.nj.aa ;->ro7rajr.r.~r. nor h.u^e rhey been granted

appropriate financing f^c.ili-..\^.n to t-n--\bj.^ irhara to c.i^nblir.h or expand their

trading firing, Or. ■ tJis otlur i*.a.r. lf z.cuci ?■ -pne'es o*. th^ factor have aither

not been given the -tttent?. ><• thty a-?or/.- or t'u- ^:L3icn.i t.^ken wich respect

to them have not been co~or.dinar.gc „ ..-r, h ].■-, tl:- c,-ii--e of or.'-ducfiion incciinxves

that are not ^ccov-ipanitd by ?:: : !ic.^.j'.,!i in r.torage c;jr:acit7 (agricultural

production) or an imprcvsre;ir in di «tt :.:-uLicr. ?nf ic-.r-tructuro in the cat;e of

manufacturing outp-it. Tlv s?.,-? ?i:-;--li :- .'!■ o to nicirur^i. to nrc-Tnote the

consolidation of supply whj ch .;;^-- --~ >_ .\ero:^*tx ?-] by rir-n^ia;L f^ilities-

The following reca:a,nund,:t.:.cns ,iro ri.-i'V* to /-.;;ricsr. ftat^sa to enable them

to increase the r;Ori^ribuv.i..-:) of tl;e d-^^;ic tr^i--. ;..e'^or to the development

of their economies ind to u-rr..',t i ■■. rv-r^ r.\.-.j.d i.itcftraf icn :>.'■" rural areas

in such econcnids. i'ht--. .-.v.,;:-;.:^^^? ar-; : -i rerpc.-^ -o ti".'-. prcblemc of
the sector ident.it io-c. <*'- pri.ii.r ; v; ■;--,

(a) The oover.-LT.ents r-hc-Kiri t.?:;e :..-,:.<■■ ac-o^nt -I-.e niidc'Icfiian rele of

domestic trade ,\v.d the no-or^.^ti-T.- :?.-j-; i.-?t.1 bPtwsen clovelcpmsnt cbjectivsi
of the various stctoc;; or p.^y^-.oi-r •-;: >;h,- n--'-.-.r.^r". ^.ccn.-v.'" ^.a,1 for ex
production and ccv.-.T.ur.ic.-' taor. .f:-r c\li\ J.^-?
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<b) They should promote a policy of diversifying and increasing national

production which will better satisfy domestic demand and thus increase trade;

(c) The public authorities should take measures to promote national

products;

(d) As far as the improvement of distribution networks is concerned,

they should first improve the que.lity and quantity of information on the sector

especially with respp.ct to supply and demand for foodstuffs;

(e) They should take measures to promote tha consolidation of supply

and demand in the interior of the country and organize, as far as possible,

integrated networks between production groups, consumer groups, wholesalers1

associations and retailers' associations m o?.der to reduce collection and

distribution costs;

(f) In order to shorten distribution channels and reduce the number

of middlemen between the producer and the consumer, the governmentr should

strengthen or promote the development of whalt-sai^ trade in the rural areas

and infrastructure for the distribution of major consumer items;

(g) Such incentives -should go hand in hand with financing facilities

that are more suitable to the sector and which concern the financing of stocks

of goods as well as such investments as warehouses and means of transport

needed for the business. Appropriats working conditions should be created

to enable commercial operators to operate efficiently without any danger of

disrupting the distribution networks;

(h) The price policies implemented should ensure that there is no

deterioration in the domestic terms of trade to the detriment of the rural

population by increasing, producer prices and controlling the prices of some

essential commodities. The public authorities should take into consideration

the need to protect consumers in remote areas who are badly ?nformed and are

more easily victims of speculation on products;

(1) The public authorities should effect a shift m the development

of mfrastructural programmes to the benefit of the interior- of the country

and therefore the majority of the population. As far as transport facilities

are concerned, they should consider whether or not it is appropriate to develop

the use of intermediate means of transport where it is unprofitable to use

heavy vehicles;

(j) Governments should offer vocational and supervisory training

programmes for commercial operators md the staff of intervention agencies;

(k) If they have not already dona so, governments should establish

directorates or ministries responsible for domestic trade thus officially

recognizing the importance of the sector to the national economy.


